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V 
climatology trigonometry aeronautics verbatim 
tachometer unabridged insignia maestro 
idealistic pharmacy prejudice extravagant 
bazaar ravenous referee siege 
questionnaire shrapnel smorgasbord hysterics 
rhubarb spaghetti nausea toboggan 
pneumonia sanctuary registrar minuscule 
mustache detriment squadron sergeant 
zygote khaki rhapsody chaos 
scapula caviar oracle cremate 

W 
licorice rheumatism trapezoid pharynx 
dissemination bronchitis bounteous analytic 
bullion conqueror besiege tweezers 
centrifuge sorghum evangelist sclerosis 
ukulele hydraulic verbosity roulette 
terrestrial exonerate allegory sabotage 
beige sculptor scenario procrastinate 
confetti caucus hygienic deteriorate 
vegetarian unbiased asterisk parasitic 
utopia intrinsic sorcery scrutinizing 
 

Calumet County 
4-H Spelling Bee 

Friday, March 8, 2019 
7:00 pm 

Courthouse, Room #025 
(in conjunction with Family Game Night) 
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Rules: 
 
There will be three groups:  kindergarten thru grade 2 
(Cloverbuds); grades 3-4 and grades 5-6. 
 
1. The competition is open only to those enrolled in 4-H in 

Calumet County. 
2. Advance online registration is preferred at https://

tinyurl.com/4hgamespell by March 7.  Participation 
certificates will be provided to those youth who register in 
advance. 

3. Review of rules and orientation begins promptly at 7:00 pm 
in Room #017 (basement) of the Courthouse . 

4. Chairs will be provided for all contestants. 
5. Each contestant will stand when it is his or her turn, 

pronounce the word, and then spell it. 
6. Any contestant in grade 3-6 who fails to spell a word will 

drop out.  A new word will be given to the next in line.  
Cloverbuds will receive multiple changes to participate. 

7. Contestants may request the words to be re-pronounced or 
defined. 

8. A contestant may stop and begin to re-spell the word, but the 
letters may not be changed.  If there is a change in the letters 
already spelled, the entrant will be eliminated. 

9. When there remain but two in the contest and one misses a 
word, the other must spell the word correctly and also a new 
word before he is declared the winner.  If he missed either of 
the words, a new word will be given to the first speller and 
the contest will continue as before until a winner is selected. 

10. There will be one pronouncer and one judge for each class. 
11. The decision of the judges shall be final.  The pronouncer will 

act as the final authority if a question arises. 
12. Parents and other spectators are welcome. 
13. The following list of words will be used for the competition.  

The words are listed according to their difficulty A-W. 
14. Behavior by a contestant that distracts others during the 
 competition may result in disqualification.
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R 
emblem pollution novice algebra 
cigarettes disaster serenade solitude 
dimension adjustment hostile metallic 
envious petition crusade vicinity 
saturated quarterly syllable pancreas 
socialism tournament collapse audience 
alphabetical coverage cholesterol religious 
immune symphony mechanic diligent 
meteor opaque lubricate hydrant 
tangible languish computer kangaroo 

S 
nautical colonel scholastic frivolous 
parliament patriotic skirmish outrageous 
fathom jaundice falsify fuselage 
physician adjacent coherent eligible 
chauffeur metropolis majestic foliage 
solidify desolate regional stanchion 
boomerang adequate academic coincide 
souvenir vigilance anonymous epitaph 
felony adhesion shrewd suitable 
juror canopy recipe gorgeous 

T 
amateur campaign scissors orchestra 
finalist gladiator ultraviolet selectivity 
technician alphabetize armistice bankruptcy 
incredulous executioner commemorative gyroscope 
jealous cinnamon cartridge preschooler 
rationale discourage encourage abominable 
malignant cortisone mystify sobriety 
enzyme enthusiasm governess discredit 
arsenal teething goggles anniversary 
technique contradict garnish contingency 

U 
theatrical cinderella hygiene annoyance 
siphon forego kestrel medulla 
discovery significant sleuth successor 
numerology phenomenon politician tarpon 
epilepsy colonist frontier guardian 
etiquette dewclaw graffiti inoculate 
interrupt rhizome universally sturgeon 
racketeer scaffold lamprey horticulture 
caricature plural disgruntle lottery 
nuclear proprietor quizzically torque 
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N 
arena system terror acquaint 
cocoon colony brownie blockade 
federal supreme ignition deduction 
delaying comet dragonfly especially 
annual conference finance weather 
antelope century imperfect anterior 
brilliant sturdy gullible jungle 
hibernate concealment epidermis addict 
arrange copyright suspend canary 
inseam brighten dehydrated coronet 

O 
cashew audience beagle edible 
skyscraper balcony inclement immortal 
absurd lectern badminton endorsement 
anthem feasible cohesion cupboard 
frightening contour lemonade lilac 
coordinate inhibit declarative bachelor 
deacon itemize liquidate agency 
allocation dauntless janitor scholar 
giraffe hormone acrobat biscuit 
icicle banana peanuts soldier 

P 
habitat astronaut depot leotard 
nuisance aperture caramel inertia 
acne bonnet studio molecule 
octane clothespin incubator scandal 
hypnotist alcoholism auctioneer laundry 
chariot dandelion aerial almanac 
bayonet fragrant silage vacuum 
diamond gimmick vehicle security 
monitor squirrel conquer aisle 
geography adjourn ransom robbery 

Q 
tobacco speckle alfalfa deputy 
alliance persecute triangle signature 
aviator parachute senior mimic 
phonograph wharf biology imposter 
grieve timid absence volcano 
precious catalog utility aeration 
pajamas linoleum royal treasure 
nullify geology monarch interfere 
sausage athlete hurricane minority 
militia genuine obstacle persuade 
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A 
all bat gas let bus yes dad was 
cup got man rug use arm are day 
gum mom rip ran top six cut get 
job say pen tap wet had did and 
cry box bed dog his mop pay sit 
bad end hit mud eat egg ask old 
bug how her met can fat pet she 

B 
cart zoo hug find far big try van 
five cat hop leg ball pot ten sick 
sat has fry car saw who out hold 
hot sad pin dig bath fit lit ago 
dry fur fly jam star call off lost 
fun row sky dive play gave tall when 
will baby them moon band stay frog Mars 

C 
safe map cone back data beef own cold 
fall once goat yard spot turn hope push 
take dirt clue land hunt ripe away also 
hurt comb full even oil part goes bend 
said fire want woke boys very took pony 
bowl does give made boat busy burn doll 
both next went done toys home inch upon 

D 
feel tape tell else late gift dead wash 
into mind care city fast farm draw hall 
make word dime kick cube chew food barn 
keep clay they solo warm shut easy year 
what drop must ride chop foot just hand 
math park fear fort coat desk from send 
army obey nice rest sled sing hard rule 

E 
slow drum each lamb show that this plus 
vote step pick race free edge ever nose 
soon soft root sure copy core come talk 
feed yawn glue grew slip bark much rock 
like kite note walk true then kind tree 
whip fish flats with soil soda fruit aunt 
clover sauce thank steer point floss guess movie 
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F 
sign look east camp 
trip open lock lift 
dark dome deep close 
north hands tract bank 
grow mark live ship 
puff book hide size 
grass pipe house room 
track bird pack stop 
hang body south head 
pump town help paper 

G 
picture market happen marble 
group rabbit dodge horse 
river shirt cider alone 
dial invite punch garden 
shout over center order 
blood airplane heart human 
blind stove luck spell 
apple vent shell teach 
nature turf sleep noon 
seed repeat trick people 

H 
dairy broken bathtub about 
skull photo active easier 
camera honey action carpet 
ahead strong person suspect 
include able angel twine 
style second perfect avoid 
captain skirt porch meter 
saint mailbox shelter message 
above outdoor gram betray 
proud famous juice scrape 

I 
phone ceiling regard amuse 
angle major crane address 
ground alert boost secret 
number pulley delay magic 
against afternoon staff basketball 
locker period walrus novel 
appoint machine absent litter 
lodge grease magnet pilgrim 
blueprint valve level harness 
hobby instructor indian pizza 
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J 
chorus donkey archery coach 
beauty beard canal alarm 
object amend alley planet 
subside theme control elementary 
ambush dilute carefree dollhouse 
segment landlord halo secure 
adverb method stupid artist 
argument adopt bicycle article 
album blazer ghost detach 
recycle heaven fasten future 

K 
honest capsule double sparkle 
freeze sympathy apricot citizen 
freedom accuse dragon agenda 
cruise mammal historic carnival 
balloon capable granite absorb 
chef alcohol comic supply 
acute career satisfy texture 
copilot illusion absolute legion 
approach filament marine calcium 
chocolate gorilla charcoal evaluate 

L 
halibut censorship warrant traffic 
recital radiate loosen nurture 
information pleasure punctuate wreath 
hesitant hobble exhibit graphic 
flurry tension wreckage sloppy 
rooster reprieve oxygen prosecute 
interest industry tentacle routine 
impound hamster freckle glossary 
zodiac motivate transfer movement 
incubate sleigh harmony feather 

M 
classify circulate envelope spectacle 
license lantern history hiccup 
escape leopard cheeseburger volunteer 
diverse comedy appraise amputate 
recruit calculator monument spiritual 
counselor mandate bouquet approve 
induction liberty fountain charity 
bishop errand column cashier 
bowling plankton deplorable platform 
interview examine battery flourish 


